
 

 
 

SIX STEPS TO HAVING A HAPPY HOUSECAT 

 

1. Bring joy with toys. 

From paper bags and rolled up balls of paper to motorized “mice” and laser pointers, toys perk up even 

the laziest feline.  

 

2. Scratch that itch. 

Cats love to scratch. Doing so enables them to remove broken claws, stretch muscles, and mark 

“territory.” The best way to save your furniture is to provide lots of “approved” places to scratch. Cat 

“trees” and posts, cardboard scratching boxes, and those ingenious “cat tracks” (a ball in a circular, 

partially open plastic tunnel surrounding a cardboard scratching pad) are big hits. Sprinkle catnip on 

them weekly to keep cats interested, and be sure to replace cardboard inserts when they get worn out. 

 

3. Provide a room with a view. 

Windows are cat “TV”—a birdbath or feeder placed near a window can provide hours of entertainment. 

If window sills aren’t wide enough, build or buy a cushioned perch (which are available from pet supply 

stores and catalogs) to attach to the sill. (For safe window-sill perching, make sure that double-hung 

windows are propped open to prevent them from falling down on cats, and tuck the cords of blinds up 

and out of the way so that legs and other body parts don’t get entangled in them.) 

 

4. Porches bring purrs. 

A screened-in porch or an enclosure accessible through a window is a great way for your kitty to safely 

commune with nature. If your yard is fenced, another option is a netting kit that attaches to the top of 

the fence.  

 

5. Take your kitty out for cat walks. 

Cats can be taught to walk on a leash—just be sure to use an ultra-lightweight, retractable leash that’s 

attached to a harness, not a collar. Let your cat get used to the harness for short periods indoors, and 

then pick a safe outdoor area to explore.  

 

6. Plant a garden—of catnip. 

Cats will nibble on it and roll in it. Other healthy snacks are wheat grass, alfalfa, and oat grass.  

 


